Eden Labs offers systems that support both manual and automated extraction processes, giving you more control.

Our equipment can operate in dual modes, using automation or manual to ensure continuous operation for greater efficiencies and reliability. Maximum flexibility ensures no downtime. It's the kind of focus on efficiency you'd expect only from us.

This means safer controlling functions, less risk of operator error, and more consistent extraction runs.

Here are a few of the efficiencies you will enjoy with an automated Hi-Flo FX2 supercritical system from Eden Labs:

- Large, bright and easy-to-read screens
- Timed static fill to optimize cell wall penetration
- Timed terpene fractionation setting
- Timed cannabinoid pulls
- Timed reverse flow to optimize yield
- Multiple recipe settings
- Temp/pressure and valve settings are fully automated
- Remote data collection
- Easy-to-read flow diagram screens
- Auto shutdown for temp variations, and pressure spikes

Interested in Learning more? Reach us by phone at 888.626.3271 or 206.673.2184, Monday-Friday between 9am-5pm PT, or email, info@edenslabs.com.